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The need for film study these days is becoming obvious, 
though there are the usual die-hards, the unimaginative and the 
unimpressed, who still feel a film is only a tolerable form of 
en_tertainment. A movie which does not entertain, they feel, 
breaks the Hollywood pattern, and, for film producers, is a 
financial risk. However, a minority who all along recognized 
quality in script, music, story, acting, is growing. 

Today, through film study, teachers attempt to help stu
dents recognize film as an art, to see the whole and its parts. 
This is merely a sound approach--nothing new: to stand back and 
look at the whole, then to see, and to analyze that whole in re
lation to one's experiences, one's personal standards of excel
lence or taste. This, of course, calls for a review or actual 
teaching of values, standards, and order, as well as of such 
techniques as camera angles, editing, photography, which are in 
themselves exciting and often delightful. 

I must emphasize that film study does not take an "arty" 
approach; basically, it's an attempt at understanding or exper
iencing. It necessarily includes student discussions, disagree
ments, constant references to what students are learning in other 
classes, at home, in personal relationships. 

Film study is five years old at Archbishop Murray Memorial 
High School. Initial steps were slow and sometimes ragged, but 
we are now beginning to see results. 

Actual study of film as an art form happened in the English 
department as an accident. A Twin City high· school was offering 
a film, foll.owed by discussions, one Sunday a month and invited 
the principal to involve a faculty member and interested juniors 
and seniors as discussion leaders for the series. I was rel~
tively uninvolved in other projects, so I was "elected" as fac
ulty member. I'd have to say (as the idiom goes) I haven't been 
the same since. 

The next year, enthusiastically apostolic as a result of 
this "exposure", I showed movies and discussed them whenever I 
could get them conveniently from the St. Paul Public Library or 
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ld afford to order them for a ~odest sum from distributors. 
cou e were available for any English c~ass whose teacher. was 
fhes t d The following year we decided to offer a unit of • teres e • • f h t 11~ study in English. We ordered Ed Fischer's series o s or 

/~lms for teaching the mechanics of the film: Elements of the 
f~lm Visual Language, Nature of the Fi~m, an~ Film as an Art. 

,F1l:;e interested in teaching writing might lik7 the last of the 
(Th. 11 d "The war on Gobbledygook." All five total about eries ca e d • s_ t -five dollars and can be obtained fro~ OFM_Pro uctions, 
si~9Ysouth Santee Street, Los Angeles, California, 90015.) We 12 ht film study to the sophomores mostly because the_content 
t~ufoth junior and senior English was sacrosanc~, and in the 

~ 0 homore year we were reasonably free to experiment. One ye_ar 
sop de it an intensive nine-week study. Four days a week were 

,::v:~ed to film; one day to journalism. Another year we taught 
it every Wednesday from late September to early May. 

As far as titles are concerned, I have 
short films--most of them less than ~n hour 
helpful. These films range, categorically, 
documentary, poetic to experimental: 

used the following 
long--and found them 
from narrative to 

Narrative~ Good Night, Socrates; The Gene7al; 
Two Men and a Wardrobe; Origins of the Mo~ion 
Picture; Film Firsts- (Parts I and II); Hist~ry 
of the Cinema; An Occurrence at Owl Cree~ Bridge; 
Making of a Movie; The Red Kit 7; The Railrodder; 
The Chicken; The Critic; Moonbird; Phoebe; The 
Golden Fish; A Very Special Day; Paddle to the 
Sea· A Time Out Of War; White Mane; The Hunter 
and' the Forest; It's About This Carpenter; The 
Smile· A Unicorn in the Garden; For Better, For 
Worse: Pow Wow; Great Expectations: Critic and 
Film Series. Documentary - The Louisiana.story; 
Nanook of the North; Language of Faces;_Listen to 
Britain; The River; End of Summer. Poeti~ ~ . 
Dream of Wild Horses; Hailstones and Halibut Bones, 
Yeats Country; Rainshower; A Day Two Feet ~ong; . 
Leaf; Breath of Spring, Experimental - Neighbor:• 
The House; Clay; N.Y.N.Y.; Norman McLaren•~ ~ening 
Speech; Short and Suite; A Chairy Tale; Blinkity 
Blank. 

I h • d at i·n film study are threefold: Objectives • ave a1me 
1. To make students aware of the history of the motion 
picture. . 
2. To develop their appreciation of f1l~ ~s an art f~rm. 
3. To stimulate critical viewing and c71tical analysis 
(according to age and "maturity" of a given student.) 

More simply, I might say we study film in order the better 
to see, to dlscriminate, and to reflect. 
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A skeletal procedure I have· found successful is also 
threefold: 

1. Presentation. of the history and mechanics of film 
making through lectures and short films. 
2: Viewing of a film, usually followed by short discus
sion and a_second_viewing if it would be helpful. 
3. Analysis of films through discussion. 

This year, as an elective, the English department offered 
a_ semeste 7 course entitled"Film and the Novel;"with a prerequi
sit 7 of film study: All juniors and seniors had had .film study 
so it was an elective_mainly for the A, B, and high C students.' 
There are currently five classes of about thirty students each 
O~r approach i~ first to read the novel and then to view the • 
film. In one instance, we saw the film first and studied the 
novel afterward, but students preferred the read-novel-see~film 
aJ?proach. I have offered this course with these objectives in mind • 1 To d 1 d • • • · , eve op a istrnct appreciation •for both media--

the film and the novel. 
2. To develop habits of analysis criticism and un-
derstanding of the cinema and the,novel. ' 
3. To compare the effectiveness of form, structure, 
theme, content, and symbols of the cinema with those 
of the novel. 
4. To provide a better understanding and appreciation 
~f film technique--~he what and how of a production, 
importanc 7 of the director, producer, script-writer, 
and the like, and why film editing is an art. 

~y_main emphasis has been on the approach, form, and 
creativity of both the film and the novel. Appreciating that 
b~th media.are distinct, students see that each should be re
viewed ~y its own standards, though comparisons are inevitable 
As Ed Fischer says in his book, The Screen Arts the statement. 
".'It wasn't like the book' deserves no goldmedal for cri ticism." 

This semester we will have read seven novels and seen 
seven films. These are: 

Booth Tarkington's The Magnificent Ambersons· 
Walter Van Tilburg Clark's The Ox-Bow Incide~t • 
Liam 0'.Flaherty's The Informer; Anthony Hope's' 
The f'risoner of Zenda; Jane Austen's Pride and 
Prejudice; Daphne Du Maurier's My Cousin Rachel· 
Tennessee Williams' s Sweet Bird of Youth.---' 

The last is, of course, a play. It was chosen particular
ly as a study of the visual translation of a play into a film. 
Although we spend much time on the form-of the novel, we touch 
upon the short story and the play to see the contractions and 
expansions of each, once the translation has been made from the 
verbal into the visual form. 
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Besides the seven paperbacks, we use Edward Fischer's book 
The Screen Arts. Students like it. One girl said, "It's the 
i,est textbook I •ve had in this school." Fischer's style is 
casual and his humor and philosophy of life come through re-
freshingly. 

We've had one-day Film Festivals at.Archbishop Murray the 
past three years. Prior to the day itself, student discuss~on 
leaders and interested faculty members meet to screen the fl lms 
and share insights. The day begins at 9:30 with a significant, 
sometimes serious, film followed by discussion. Students are 
divided into groups of eight or ten, headed by a discussion leader. After lunch we see another film which is again followed by 
a discussion. To end the day we schedule a lighter film like 
The Suitor (French film), The Little Kidnappers (British), or 'flie Little Fugitive. Thislighter film is not usually followed 
bya discussion. Among the most significant_films have been The 
Bicycle Thief, La Strada, The ~ Are Flying, Sundays and 
Cybele, and Citizen Kane. 
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